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Melts of semiflexible AB diblock copolymers are studied using the wormlike chain model and
self-consistent-field theory. The diblocks considered here are symmetric in composition and in A-
and B-block flexibility. Under these conditions, the microstructure formed is lamellar. We find that
an increase in molecular rigidity moves the order–disorder transition fromxN510.495 for
Gaussian chains toxN56.135 for rigid rods. In the ordered state, rigidity has little effect on the
exponents that describe the scaling of the domain spacing and of the interfacial width with
molecular weight. However, the proportionality constants are significantly affected. The spatial and
orientational distribution of segments in the ordered microstructure is examined for a selection of
conditions. ©1996 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~96!50219-6#

I. INTRODUCTION

Over the past couple decades, experiments have revealed
that block copolymer melts exhibit a geometrically rich se-
lection of microstructures.1 Recently, it has been illustrated
that self-consistent-field theory~SCFT!2 models this block
copolymer phase behavior rather well.3 An appealing aspect
of the theory is that the model upon which it is based is
inherently simple and intuitive. It accounts for the hard-core
interactions between molecules by implementing an incom-
pressibility constraint, and treats the attractive interactions,
which lead to immiscibility between unlike segments, by a
simple Flory–Huggins interaction term with a strength con-
trolled by one parameterx. The individual polymers are as-
sumed to be completely flexible Gaussian chains. It has al-
ready been established that fluctuations4 can explain most of
the differences between this SCFT and experiment, occur-
ring in the vicinity of the order–disorder transition~ODT!.
Presumably, the remaining differences can be explained with
small refinements to the model by including, for example,
finite compressibility effects, a more accurate enthalpy term,
and rigidity in the polymer chains.

Here, we address the effects of molecular rigidity.5 This
can be done within the SCFT by replacing the statistical
weight assigned to the space curve of a polymer molecule
from that of a Gaussian chain to that of a wormlike chain.6 In
the Gaussian model, the weight assigned to the configuration
of a molecule depends upon the degree to which the indi-
vidual segments are stretched. This weighting is controlled
by a single parameter, the statistical segment lengtha. The
wormlike model7 constrains segments to a constant contour
length,b, and weights the configuration based on the curva-
ture of the segments and a dimensionless bending modulus,
k. In this model, the statistical segment length is
a5b(2k)1/2. When a polymer ofN segments has a persis-
tence length,j5bk, much smaller than its contour length,
bN, and the fields acting on it vary slowly over distances of
order j, then the wormlike model reduces to the Gaussian
one.6,8

Even in the limit of high molecular weight~i.e.,

N@k), a finite rigidity can affect an ordered microstructure
providedj is comparable to the widthw of its internal inter-
face. For strongly segregated flexible block copolymers, the
width is approximatelyw0 5 2a(6x)21/2 5 2b(k/3x)1/2.9

Therefore,j/w0 } (kx)1/2 and molecular rigidity effects are
controlled by the productkx. When kx!1, the Gaussian
model remains accurate, but whenkx;1, molecular rigidity
affects the internal interface of the microstructure. Because
microphase separation involves a competition between inter-
facial tension and entropic stretching energy of the mol-
ecules, phase behavior may be altered. At high degrees of
rigidity ~i.e., k*N), j becomes comparable to the domain
spacingD, and polymeric behavior crosses over to that of
liquid crystals. In this limit, packing frustration will domi-
nate phase behavior and presumably complex phases will be
suppressed in favor of layered phases~i.e., thermotropic liq-
uid crystals!. Naturally, selective solvents could be used to
relieve this frustration, again stabilizing the complex phases
~i.e., lyotropic liquid crystals!.

Below, we begin by formulating the SCFT for melts of
wormlike diblock copolymers. Then, the theory is applied to
a representative microstructure, the lamellar phase. The ef-
fect of molecular rigidity on the order–disorder transition is
determined. In the ordered state, domain sizes and interfacial
widths are examined. The study concludes with an examina-
tion of segment distributions in strongly segregated lamellar
microstructures.

II. THEORY

We consider a monodisperse melt ofn AB diblock co-
polymers. Each molecule is composed ofN segments where
a fractionf forms the A block and the remaining forms the B
block. Both A and B segments are assumed to be incom-
pressible and defined to have the same volume, 1/r0 . The
total volume of the system isV5nN/r0 . The space curve of
thea ’th molecule is specified byra(s), wheres is a param-
eter that varies continuously along its contour:s50 at the A
end,s5 f at the junction, ands51 at the B end.

The procedure for calculating the free energy of a melt
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of wormlike chains closely parallels that given in Ref. 10 for
Gaussian chains. The partition function takes the same form

Z5E S )
a51

n

DraP@ra ;0,1# D d@12f̂A2f̂B#

3expH 2xr0E dr f̂A~r !f̂B~r !J ~1!

except that the space curves are now weighted by a new
functional6,8,11

P@ra ;s1 ,s2#}d@12uuau#

3expH 2
k

2NEs1
s2
dsU ddsua~s!U2J , ~2!

where

ua~s![
1

bN

d

ds
ra~s!. ~3!

The delta functional in Eq.~2! ensures thatua(s) is a unit
vector, which in turn ensures that each segment has a fixed
contour lengthb. The bending rigidity of the segments is
controlled byk. We restrict the present study to the case
where A and B segments have identical lengths and flexibil-
ity, although the extension to unequalb andk is straightfor-
ward. The Flory–Huggins parameter,x, measures the in-
compatibility between A and B segments. The dimensionless
A-segment-density operator in Eq.~1! is given by

f̂A~r !5
N

r0
(
a51

n E
0

f

dsd~r2ra~s!!, ~4!

and f̂B(r ) is given by an analogous expression.
As in Ref. 10, steps are taken to make the expression for

Z more manageable. A functional integral,
15*DFAd@FA2f̂A#, is inserted, which permits the re-
placement of the operatorf̂A by the functionFA . The same
is done forf̂B , and then the delta functionals are replaced
by standard integral representations. This transforms Eq.~1!
into

Z5N E DFADWADFBDWBDJexp$2F/kBT%, ~5!

whereN is a normalization constant,

F

nkBT
[2 ln Q1V21E dr$xNFA~r !FB~r !

2WA~r !FA~r !2WB~r !FB~r !2J~r !
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f

dsWA~ra~s!!

2E
f

1

dsWB~ra~s!!J . ~7!

Because the functional integral in Eq.~5! cannot be evalu-
ated, it is approximated by the extremum of the integrand.
This is the mean-field approximation and it estimates the free
energy,2kBT ln Z, by F@fA ,wA ,fB ,wB ,j#, wherefA ,
wA , fB , wB , andj are the functions for whichF attains its
minimum. Requiring variations inF with respect to each of
its five functions to be zero,

fA52
V

Q

DQ

DwA
, ~8!

fB52
V

Q

DQ

DwB
, ~9!

fA~r !1fB~r !51, ~10!

wA~r !5xNfB~r !1j~r !, ~11!

wB~r !5xNfA~r !1j~r !. ~12!

Noting thatQ@wA ,wB# is the partition function for a diblock
with A and B segments subject to fields,wA(r ) andwB(r ),
respectively, identifiesfA(r ) as the average A-segment den-
sity. Likewise,fB(r ) is the average B-segment density. It
then follows that Eq.~10! is the incompressibility constraint.
Equations~11! and~12! are the self-consistent equations cor-
responding to the two fields.

In order to solve the set of equations~8!–~12!, it is nec-
essary to first evaluate the partition function,Q@wA ,wB#. To
do this, we express it asQ5*drduq(r ,u,1), where

q~r ,u,s!5E DraP@ra ;0, s#d~r2ra~s!!d~u2ua~s!!

3expH 2E
0

s

dt@g~ t !wA~ra~ t !!

1~12g~ t !!wB~ra~ t !!#J ~13!

is an end-segment distribution function.@g(t) is a step func-
tion that is 1 for t, f and 0 otherwise.# This distribution
function satisfies

]q

]s
1bNu•¹rq55

N

2k
¹u
2q2wA~r !q, if s, f ,

N

2k
¹u
2q2wB~r !q, if f,s ,

~14!

and the initial condition,q(r ,u,0)51.6,8 Because the two
ends of the copolymer are distinct, a second distribution
function, q†(r ,u,s), is introduced with a nearly identical
definition except that the functional integration overra(t) is
done for t5s to 1. It satisfiesq†(r ,u,1)51, and Eq.~14!
with the right-hand side multiplied by21. In terms of these
end-segment distribution functions, the A-segment density,
Eq. ~8!, is expressed as

fA~r !5
4pV

Q
E
0

f

dsE duq~r ,u,s!q†~r ,u,s!. ~15!

The expression forfB(r ) is analogous.
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When dealing with periodically ordered structures, it is
advantageous to express the above equations in terms of a
basis function expansion. In doing so, a functiong(r ,u) is
expanded as

g~r ,u!5(
i
gi f i~r ,u!, ~16!

where the basis functions,f i(r ,u) for i51,2,3,. . . , arecho-
sen such that they are orthonormal and eigenfunctions of the
two Laplacian operators;

1

4pVE drduf i~r ,u! f j~r ,u!5d i j , ~17!

¹u
2f i~r ,u!52l i~ l i11! f i~r ,u!, ~18!

¹r
2f i~r ,u!52S 2pni

D D 2f i~r ,u!, ~19!

whereD is the period of the ordered phase.@We adopt a
convention where the first basis function is chosen to be
f 1(r ,u)51 with n15l 150.# In this representation, the dif-
ferential equations for the end-segment distribution functions
become

dqi~s!

ds
55 (

j
Ai j qj~s!, if s, f ,

(
j
Bi j qj~s!, if f,s ,

~20!

dqi
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2(
j
qj
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2(
j
qj
†~s!Bji , if f,s ,

~21!

where
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bN

D
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2k
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k
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D
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2k
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k
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D
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G i jk5
1

4pVE drduf i~r ,u! f j~r ,u! f k~r ,u!. ~25!

We note thatG i jk is a symmetric tensor, and thatL i j is
antisymmetric.12 Becauseqi(s) and qi

†(s) are solutions of
first-order linear differential equations with
qi(0)5qi

†(1)5d i1 , they can be expressed analytically;

qi~s!5H TA,i1~s!, if s, f ,

(
j
TB,i j ~s2 f !TA, j1~ f !, if f,s ,

~26!

qi
†~s!5H (

j
TB,1j~12 f !TA, j i ~ f2s!, if s, f ,

TB,1i~12s!, if f,s ,
~27!

where TA(s)[exp(As) and TB(s)[exp(Bs). The matrices,
TA(s) andTB(s), are each evaluated by performing a linear
transformation that diagonalizes the matrix in the exponen-
tial function.

Now that the amplitudes of the end-segment distribution
functions are known,Q is given by 4pVq1(1), theampli-
tudes offA(r ) are

fA,i5
1

q1~1!
E
0

f

ds(
jk

qj~s!qk
†~s!G i jk , ~28!

and the amplitudes offB(r ) are given by a similar expres-
sion. These expressions satisfy Eqs.~8! and ~9!. Because
j(r ) is not required, all that remains to be satisfied is Eq.
~10! and the equation obtained by subtracting Eqs.~11! and
~12!. This is done by adjustingwA,i andwB,i so that

fA,i52fB,i5~wA,i2wB,i !/2xN, ~29!

for eachi.0 wherel i50. Since uniform fields do not affect
chain statistics, we are free to setwA,15xNfB,1 and
wB,15xNfA,1 . The free energy in Eq.~6! can now be ex-
pressed to within an additive constant as

F

nkBT
52 ln@q1~1!#2xN(

i
fA,ifB,i . ~30!

For the disordered phase, this expression reduces to
F/nkBT5xNf(12 f ). For a periodic ordered phase,F must
be minimized with respect toD.

In this preliminary study, our attention is restricted to the
lamellar phase. The basis functions for this phase are chosen
as

f i~r ,u!55
Cl i Pl i~uz!, if ni50,

A2Cl icos~2pniz/D !Pl i~uz!, if l i even,

A2Cl isin~2pniz/D !Pl i~uz!, if l i odd,
~31!

wherez is the spatial coordinate orthogonal to the lamellae,
uz is the projection ofu onto thez axis, andCl [A2l 11 is
a normalization constant. The basis function expansion, in
principle, includes all orders~i.e., l i 5 0,1,2, . . .! of Leg-
endre polynomials,Pl i(uz). For evenl i , the Fourier series
expansion is in terms of cosine functions with
ni50,1,2,3,. . . , and for oddl i , it is in terms of sine func-
tions with ni51,2,3, . . . The functions become less impor-
tant as eitherl i or ni increase. To perform a calculation, it is
necessary to truncate the set of basis functions. Starting with
a small set of the most relevant basis functions, we examine
F andD as the number of functions is increased, and stop
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once convergence is achieved. In general, increasingxN re-
quires the expansion to include largerni , and increasing
kx requires largerl i .

III. RESULTS

The present study examines fully symmetric diblocks
with f51/2, bA5bB[b, and kA5kB[k. These diblocks
can only exhibit either a disordered phase or a lamellar mi-
crostructure. Within mean-field theory, the order–disorder
transition ~ODT! between these states is continuous~i.e.,
second-order!. For Gaussian chains, the ODT occurs at
xN510.495 with an instability at a wavelength of
D*51.32aN1/2.13 As the rigidity is increased, the ODT
moves to lowerxN and the instability shifts to smaller
D* /aN1/2, as illustrated in Fig. 1. The decrease in
(xN)ODT can be attributed to a reduction in the conforma-
tional entropy of the molecules, since configurations with
sharp bends are unlikely to occur for stiff polymers. This
enhances the relative importance of the enthalpy contribution
to the free energy, which favors the ordered state. As
kx→` and the molecules become rigid rods, the transition
asymptotically approaches (xN)ODT56.135, and the wave-
length of the instability scales linearly with molecular weight
asD*50.91bN.

The ordered state of the block copolymer is character-
ized by two lengths, its domain spacingD, and the width
w, of its internal interface. Here, we define the interfacial
width of the lamellar phase as

w5U ddzfA~z!U
z5z0

21

, ~32!

wherefA(z0)51/2. For convenience, these lengths are re-
duced to dimensionless quantities by dividing them by a
length characteristic to the molecule. For a Gaussian chain, it
is natural to use its rms end-to-end lengthaN1/2, and for a
rigid molecule, its contour lengthbN is appropriate. For a
semiflexible chain, there is a slight dilemma over which to
choose, because the choice can affect how the results are
viewed. In Fig. 2, this is illustrated by comparing the
A-segment profile of two strongly segregated (xN560)
lamellar microstructures, one with stiff chains (kx56.0) and

another with relatively flexible chains (kx50.6). When
plotted in terms ofbN, the more rigid polymer appears to
have larger domains, and in units ofaN1/2, the opposite ef-
fect is created. The first case is intuitive, as a chain becomes
more rigid it straightens out causingD to increase. In the
second case, imagine that ask is increased,b is decreased so
as to keepa5b(2k)1/2 constant; the combination produces a
slight decrease inD. For our study, it is more convenient to
express lengths in terms ofaN1/2, primarily because we are
interested in comparisons to the Gaussian chain (k50). Fur-
thermore, Gaussian chains have an infinite contour length,
which makes it inappropriate to use thebN length scale in
that limit.

In the strong-segregation limit (xN@10), the interfacial
width becomes small relative to the domain spacing. Once
the molecular weight becomes large (N@k), both lengths
are expected to scale with exponents that are independent of
the actual microstructure. To illustrate this scaling, Fig. 3
provides logarithmic plots ofD andw for three degrees of
molecular rigidity. The dashed lines denote the slopes corre-
sponding to strong-segregation scaling~i.e., D;ax1/6N2/3

andw;ax21/2). The results indicate that these degrees of
rigidity do not affect the scaling exponents. However, the
proportionality constants are clearly affected.

Semenov14 has examined strongly segregated interfaces
for small degrees of molecular rigidity. He showed that the
rigidity reduces the tension and width of the internal inter-
face by factors of (12 3

20kx) and (12 9
20kx), respectively.

Because the domain spacing is proportional to the one-third
power of the interfacial tension, it will be reduced by a factor
of (12 1

20kx). The ratiow/D decreases by (12 2
5kx), and

FIG. 1. Order–disorder transition (xN)ODT ~lower solid curve! and period
of the instabilityD* ~upper solid curve! as a function of molecular rigidity
kx. The dashed curve represents the asymptotic (kx→`) behavior,
D*;0.91bN. In the same limit, (xN)ODT approaches 6.135.

FIG. 2. A-segment profiles of the lamellar phase forxN560 with
kx56.0 ~solid curves! and kx50.6 ~dashed curves!. The periodD and
interfacial widthw are indicated for thekx56.0 profiles. In~a!, distances
are measured in units of the contour lengthbN, and in~b!, they are in terms
of aN1/2, wherea5b(2k)1/2 is the statistical segment length.
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thus increasingkx enhances the segregation consistent with
the effect on the ODT in Fig. 1, the comparison of the two
profiles in Fig. 2, and results below. The decrease in
D/aN1/2 andw/aN1/2 for semiflexible chains with respect to
DG /aN

1/2 andwG /aN
1/2 for Gaussian chains is examined in

Fig. 4 as the molecular bending rigidity of the former is
increased. At smallkx, our results behave consistently with

the prediction of Semenov~the dashed lines!. The plots of
w/wG versuskx are remarkably independent ofxN. Nota-
bly, the ratiow/wG approaches an asymptotic limit of about
0.2 askx becomes of order 10 and the polymer becomes
rigid on the length scale of the interfacial width. The curves
of D/DG versuskx show a greater dependence onxN with
a steeper decrease inD/DG for the less segregated melts. In
the asymptotic limit wherekx becomes large relative to
xN and the molecules become rigid rods, the curves in Fig.
4~a! will decrease asD/DG;(kx)21/2.

A nice feature of the SCFT is that it yields the distribu-
tion function for each segment. The distribution function for
the segment ats along the chain in terms of positionr and
orientationu is

d~r ,u,s!5
4pV

Q
q~r ,u,s!q†~r ,u,s!

5
1

q1~1!(i jk qi~s!qj
†~s!G i jk f k~r ,u!. ~33!

In the Gaussian (k→0) limit, the flexibility of the chain is
so great thatd(r ,u,s) remains uniform inu regardless of
how strong the fields are that may try to orient it. However,
for realistic molecules, any finitekx will produce a non-
trivial orientational distribution. Naturally, diblocks associ-
ated with a particular interface will orient with their A blocks
toward the A domain and their B blocks in the opposite
direction. With our present sign convention, junctions
(s50.5) in the interfacial region will prefer the orientation
whereua(s) points to the B domain.

Figure 5 shows the distribution of segments in a lamellar
microstructure atxN560 andkx 5 0.6. Here, each diblock
is 100 persistence lengths long. The plots ofd(z,uz ,s) for
s 5 0.5, 0.75, and 1.0, correspond to the junction, midway
along the B block, and the B end of the molecule, respec-
tively. Figure 6 provides similar plots for a much more rigid
molecule,kx56.0, that is only 10 persistence lengths long.
At this degree of segregation (xN560), the junctions are
highly localized at the interface. Although this localization
does increase slightly withkx, the main effect of rigidity is
to enhance the orientational order of the junction. As the
molecule is traversed toward either end, the order decreases.
This is illustrated in Fig. 7 whered(z,1,s) is plotted for a
series of steps ins for the two conditions examined in Figs.
5 and 6. In Fig. 7~a!, the steps are 5 persistence lengths, and
with each step the peak decays by a factor of about 2, which
is much smaller than the factor ofe5 expected for unper-
turbed chains. This slow decay is attributed to forces normal
to the interface associated with both the compressibility con-
straint and the gradient infA(z), pulling the chains towards
the middle of the domains. The secondary peaks visible in
Fig. 7~a! represent junctions at the adjacent interface
(z/D50.75), where theuz51 orientation is least favorable.
The fact that the two peaks for thes50.65 curve are similar
in magnitude reflects the near absence of orientational order.
It is interesting to note in Fig. 6~b! that when the middle of a
B block (s50.75) is near an interface, it prefers a parallel

FIG. 3. Logarithmic plots of the~a! lamellar spacingD and ~b! interfacial
width w as a function of segregationxN for three degrees of molecular
rigidity, kx 5 0.0, 0.3, and 1.0. Dashed lines denote slopes consistent with
strong-segregation scaling,D;ax1/6N2/3 andw;ax21/2.

FIG. 4. Plots of the~a! lamellar spacingD and~b! interfacial widthw as a
function of molecular rigiditykx for two degrees of segregation,xN 5 20
and 60. Dashed lines correspond toD/DG512

1
20kx and w/wG512

9
20

kx, whereDG andwG correspond to Gaussian chains.
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orientation~i.e., uz'0), consistent with calculations for im-
miscible semiflexible homopolymers.6

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have examined the lamellar phase of semiflexible
symmetric diblock copolymers using the wormlike chain
model and self-consistent-field theory. This study finds that
the order–disorder transition~ODT! shifts towards the disor-
dered state~i.e., smallerxN) with increasing molecular ri-
gidity due to the loss of conformational entropy. In the rigid-
rod limit, the ODT occurs atxN56.135 and the wavelength
of the instability scales with the molecular weight of the
molecule,D*50.91bN. In the ordered state, our results il-
lustrate that moderate molecular rigidities~i.e., kx;1) do
not alter the exponents describing how the domain spacing
D and interfacial widthw scale withN andx. However, the
proportionality constants are affected. For the lamellar phase
at smallkx and largexN, our results are consistent with
strong-segregation predictions,14

D

aN1/252S 8

3p4D 1/6S 12
1

20
kx D ~xN!1/6, ~34!

w

aN1/25
2

61/2S 12
9

20
kx D ~xN!21/2. ~35!

For semiflexible diblocks with a moderate molecular rigidity,
the junctions are highly oriented at the interface. This orien-
tational order decays towards both ends of the chain, but
typically extends many persistence lengths from the junction.

Most of the results presented here for the lamellar mi-
crostructure apply equally to the other block copolymer mi-
crostructures. In each case, their stability will increase rela-
tive to the disordered state causing the entire ODT to shift to
smallerxN with increasing molecular rigidity. We have not
considered fluctuation effects that become important near the
ODT for low molecular weights, shifting the ODT to larger
xN.4 In each ordered phase, molecular rigidity will lower the
interfacial tension, reducing the domain spacing and interfa-
cial width. Since each ordered phase will experience a simi-
lar reduction in tension, their relative stabilities will be
largely unaffected. Nevertheless, molecular rigidity could
change the phase diagram, since the complex structures be-
tween the lamellar and hexagonal cylinder ones are so
closely matched in free energy.3 At large rigidities, packing

FIG. 5. Segment distributions,d(z,uz ,s), at kx50.6 andxN560 for the
~a! s50.5, ~b! s50.75, and~c! s51.0 segments. Note that the scale of the
vertical axis varies between plots.

FIG. 6. Segment distributions,d(z,uz ,s), at kx56.0 andxN560 for the
~a! s50.5, ~b! s50.75, and~c! s51.0 segments. Note that the scale of the
vertical axis varies between plots.
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frustration will become increasingly important, and phase
behavior will certainly be altered. Presumably, the phase be-
havior will evolve from that characteristic of block copoly-
mers to that of thermotropic liquid crystals. Our future work
will explore these issues.

The segment interactions in our present calculation are
isotropic. One clear advantage of the wormlike chain model
over the Gaussian one is that it can be easily extended to
include orientational interactions, so as to account for real
anisotropies in the segment interactions as well as packing
effects which favor parallel arrangements between neighbor-

ing segments. Potentially, such interactions could cause the
blocks in an ordered microstructure to undergo a transition
from Gaussian- to nematic-like configurations producing a
discontinuous jump in an appropriate nematic order
parameter.15 Recent experiments have yielded results that ap-
pear consistent with such a transition,16 stimulating us to
extend this present work to incorporate orientational interac-
tions. The results will be published in a forthcoming paper.
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kx50.6 andxN560, and at~b! kx56.0 andxN560. In plot~a!, each step
in s corresponds to five persistence lengths, and in~b!, each step is one
persistence length.
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